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Exigo Power Blocks (Pair) £234.00

Product Images

Short Description

A compact and simple way to work those hands, arms and shoulders, the Exigo power blocks are built to last
and weight in at 11kg each. With two end plates and four bars, they can be used in various exercises and are
great not just for bodybuilders but anyone that is looking at strength training in the gym.

You are buying a pair of blocks. Simplicity means there's just about nothing to go wrong. Whether you use for
swinging exercises, one hand or two hand, squats or a press, they provide a simple and easy way to add
resistance to your workout. You can choose from 19 different colours and you can also custom brand the
Power Blocks if that's your thing.

Why Power Blocks?
They can be used to improve your grip, to build those shoulders or just as an additional set of dumbbells (if
you're strong enough!). The Exigo Power Blocks come as a pair in any of the 19 colours from which you can
choose. They are a simple and easy way to workout as they have no moving parts, locks or nuts to contend
with. What you see is what you get.

With the increase in strongman competitions and strength training, these have proved to be very popular.
They have two end plates and four bars joining them and can be used for various exercises. They are very
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simple in construction and Exigo have ensured they are robust and will last a lifetime.

Exigo products are made to order so lead times may vary from 3 to 5 weeks. Please contact us for an
estimated delivery date.

Key Features
Simplicity
11kg each
Commercial quality
Come as pair
Lifetime frame warranty
Choice of colours

Additional Information

SKU 2410-1

Weight 22.000000

Equipment Usage Home & Commercial Use

Warranty

Main Frame: Framework (structural steel and welds)
warranted for lifetime against defects in workmanship
and materials under normal use.(Excluding surface
finish). Parts 2 Years: Linear bearings, Rotational
bearings 1 Year: Spring loaded pins, handles, en

Length Dimensions 470 mm

Width Dimensions 420 mm

Height Dimensions 320 mm
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